
Brennan Is "Concerned" That He May Be Questioned
By DOJ On Origins Of Russia Probe

Former CIA Director John Brennan said he is
"concerned" that he is "supposedly" going to be
interviewed by John Durham, the U.S. attorney leading
the Justice Department's review of the origins of the
Russia investigation. Attorney General William Barr has
ordered an "investigation into the...
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Trump on Biden: Probably How China Got
Sweetheart Deals For So Long, Give The Son $1.5
Billion

President Donald Trump said Thursday he wants both
Ukraine and China to investigate Joe Biden and his son
for alleged corruption during the Obama
administration. "I think Biden is going down," Trump
told reporters about Ukraine on the White House lawn.
"I think his whole situation--because now...
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Trump: Ukraine And China Should Both Investigate
The Bidens

President Donald Trump said Thursday he wants both
Ukraine and China to investigate Joe Biden and his son
for alleged corruption. "Well, I would think that if they
were honest about it, they'd start a major investigation
into the Bidens. It's a very simple answer. They should
investigate the...
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Pelosi: Re-Election Of Donald
Trump Would Do "Irreparable
Damage To The United States"

Posted By Tim Hains 
On Date October 3, 2019

Thursday on ABC's "Good Morning America,"

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi told George

Stephanopoulos with regard to her decision to

pursue an impeachment inquiry that "the re-

election of Donald Trump would do irreparable

damage to the United States."

"We're there to keep the republic or we're there to

play politics with impeachment, and that's not

what we're doing," she said. "The facts are there

and we are proceeding to get further evidence as

we go forward. And it is -- doesn't hinge on

whether Mitch McConnell has the guts to really do

what the Constitution requires or what the impact

is in the election."

STEPHANOPOULOS: You were so

clearly reluctant to take this step

earlier in the process, all through the

Mueller inquiry, where the two

conditions you talked about was you'd

want to have Republicans on board

and the public on board. If this is --

ends up being a party-line

impeachment, is that something that

is good for the country?

HOUSE SPEAKER NANCY PELOSI:

Let me just say this: I never said it

would be required that we have

Republican -- I just hoped for -- that

they would follow the facts and see

the truth.

We don't have a choice: We'll either

support and defend the Constitution

of the United States or we won't. And

that's where we are. And I think my

holding back on it only argues further

for how drastic this change was with

this additional set of facts.

STEPHANOPOULOS: You've said that

you have no -- you feel you had no

choice but going forward on the

impeachment inquiry, and -- and I

know no one has a crystal ball. But,

you know, some Democrats had been

concerned that if you go forward with

impeachment, the president gets

acquitted in the Senate, that will

actually strengthen him in -- in the

2020 election.

If impeachment helped President

Trump win in 2020, would it be

worth it?

PELOSI: Let me just say this: If the --

just because the Senate may not have

the courage to recognize the

president's violation of the

Constitution doesn't mean that they're

off scot-free. We have to have a very

compelling case as we go forward for

the American people and for the

Senate.

So again, outcomes in election have

nothing -- "I solemnly swear to

uphold the Constitution as long as it

doesn't make a difference in the

election"; that's not the oath we take.

We're there to keep the republic or

we're there to play politics with

impeachment, and that's not what

we're doing.

The facts are there and we are

proceeding to get further evidence as

we go forward. And it is -- doesn't

hinge on whether Mitch McConnell

has the guts to really do what the

Constitution requires or what the

impact is in the election.

But I will say this: Having said all of

that, separate from that, the re-

election of Donald Trump would do

irreparable damage to the United

States. This -- we have some serious

repair and healing to do in our

country for what he's done so far. I

don't -- I'm not sure that two terms, it

might be irreparable.
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4 Oct

Reply 40

Goodbye Middle Class Leader

No. Re electing the President will do
irreparable damage to the
liberal/Democrats long term agenda.
 
This is why people voted for him and
will do so again.  They want the
country to go in a different direction.
 
Now that everyone realizes that were
on the cusp of achieving real, lasting
and consequential change, the
Democrats are freaking out.

5 Oct Goodbye Middle Class

Reply 1

Hiendurance Leader

I see. Your vision of America is along
the lines of "Celebrity Apprentice",
except we the tax payers are funding
it.

4 Oct Goodbye Middle Class
LauraJo Leader

You want the country to go into a
more corrupt direction? Why?

3 Oct

Reply 30

roc993 Leader

You and your ilk were screaming that
3 years ago, Nanc.
 
By the way, how'd your Russia
Collusion hoax work out?
LOL.
And still no apology.
Sad.

3 Oct roc993

Reply 21

The real CDP Leader

So she is ADMITTING this entire
Impeachment is a Political attack
designed to INFLUENCE the Election
so her party can win...
 
Yep. that is the Socialist Stalinist
Democrat party.. Party and Power
before God and Country

3 Oct
AAA Leader

It must be the truth if she said it....

3 Oct
Padric Leader

Nah. Irreparable harm to the
Democratic party maybe, but the U.S.
will be just fine when president
Trump is re-elected.
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Reply 18

JWR036 Leader

Has this fool, or any other leftist for
that matter, stopped and thought
about where we'd be today had Mrs
Clinton been elected?  All the abuses
of the FBI, DOJ and "deep state"
would be unknown.  Those agencies
would double down on their
campaign to destroy anyone who
dared disagree with Mrs Clinton.
That should send shivers down the
spine of anyone who believes in
freedom and individual liberty.

6 Oct JWR036

Reply

donperry

Yep!  Had Clinton been elected the
FBI would now be a KGB clone, the
DOJ a giant kangaroo court and the
entire country a socialist quagmire.

6 Oct · JWR036
ahc65 Leader

Edited

The deep state is a figure of your vivid
imagination. Its fake like uranium
one, Clinton Foundation, pizza gate,
Benghazi and FISA.  You can live in
that fantasy or try reality.

3 Oct
CHEMST_reborn Leader

The only thing irreparably harmed is
your chances to establishment the
Peoples Republic of America.

3 Oct
Daisytoo Leader

Delusional witch.

3 Oct
CHEMST_reborn Leader

Just some advice from the loyal
opposition.  If you don't want him re-
elected you should stop persecuting
him with ridiculous allegations.  You
are turning our bull in china shop into
a sympathetic figure.

3 Oct
SoCalGuy Leader

Gosh, Nancy, how can he be
reelected if you and Adam Schitz are
going to take him out?

4 Oct
Winstons Leader

The same could be said about you
remaining Speaker.
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